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To cover the interest due on these loans and the cost of the
war, the Government required a great increase of revenue. The
republicans proposed that this should be raised by an income
tax in imitation of Britain; but the Assembly maintained
the traditional system of indirect taxation, and imposed
excise duties on articles of common consumption such as
matches and paper, and stamp duties on railway tickets and
receipts.
Next, the army was drastically overhauled. The National
Guard was disbanded and a system of universal service was
adopted like that which had given such strength to Germany.
By the Military Law of 1872 every Frenchman was liable to
service between the ages of twenty and forty. He remained
with the colours for five years or six months, according to lot,
followed by periods in the Active Reserve, the Territorial
Army, and the Territorial Reserve successively.
§ 155. the attempted restoration.—On all these matters
there was complete agreement between Thiers and the Assembly,
but as soon as the question of the future government came up
a conflict began.
Although the Assembly had been elected merely to make peace
with Germany, it had not dissolved when that was done, and
in spite of the protests of the republican minority it assumed
that it had the right to adopt a new constitution for France. It
authorised Thiers to assume the title of " President of the
Republic," yet it was obvious that the royalists intended to
restore the monarchy as soon as they could. They postponed
dealing with the problem month after month, owing to the
divergence amongst them as to which branch of the Royal Family
should be restored. Meanwhile Thiers himself, who had
throughout his career been in favour of constitutional monarchy,
had gradually changed his views. We have seen that the com-
position of the Assembly did not really represent the wishes of
the nation on this subject, and at by-elections royalists were
nearly always replaced by republicans. This, coupled with

